FOTO Research Publications

The FOTO Research Publications list is an excellent resource for clinicians, researchers, policy makers, and insurers who are interested in learning more about the reliability and validity of the FOTO patient reported outcome measures (PROMs) and the clinical application of FOTO’s database. All publications listed in this resource are included and outlined below in a Table of Contents (TOC). The TOC includes the following major categories:

1. Recent and previous peer-reviewed articles examining FOTO data over the past 3 decades. The publications support the psychometric properties of FOTO PROMs and/or their clinical application during routine clinical practice. This resource also includes studies that do not examine FOTO data directly but were published in collaboration with FOTO’s science research team,
2. Internal FOTO Research Reports to compliment and expand upon results of peer-reviewed publications.
3. Conference Presentations, and
4. Non Peer-Reviewed Publications and Other Reports
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3. FOTO Outcome Measures: Efficiency, Reliability, and Clinical Interpretation
4. Linking Measure Scores from the FOTO Neck Functional Status
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5. Crosswalk Functionality in MIPS Clinical Quality Measures #217-222 and 478: Public Access to FOTO Measures: at links: provided here
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